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Chapter 6
Actual Language Relations

There is some relation R – call it the actual-language relation –
such that a language L is a language of a population P iff
R(L, P ), and the problem – call it the actual-language-relation
problem – is to say what R is.

Actual-language relations
Stephen Schiffer

In this chapter, we turn to the second paradigm of conventionalist ac-
counts: “Actual Language Relation” accounts. Such accounts employ a so-
called “actual-language” relation to answer the question in virtue of what
expressions mean what they do: a sentence’s meaning is determined by the
language the population uses. The task is then to say what it is for a pop-
ulation to use a language. David Lewis provided the standard account on
which I will focus. His proposal was to conceive of meanings as abstract
objects, with a preference to use an intensional semantics, e.g. propositions
for sentences. Natural languages are in a sense functions from sentences to
meanings. Let us call such functions “abstract languages.” Lewis suggested
that a population P uses an abstract language L iff there is a convention of
truthfulness and trust in L among members of P , which is sustained by an
interest in communication. For a speaker of P to be truthful in L is to try
to avoid uttering sentences not true in L. For a hearer of P to be trusting
in L is to tend to believe that sentences uttered by speakers of P are true
in L. Thus, the basic tenets of Lewis’ theory can be stated in three theses:

ALR1. The meaning of an expression in a natural language of a population is
determined by the population’s use of an abstract language corresponding
to the natural language.
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158 Chapter 6. Actual Language Relations

ALR2. A population uses an abstract language L iff there are conventions of
truthfulness and trust in L among the members of the population.

ALR3. There are conventions of truthfulness and trust in an abstract language L
among members of a population P iff speakers of P try to avoid uttering
sentences not true in L (truthfulness) and hearers of P tend to believe
that sentences uttered by speakers of P are true in L (trust).

The plan for this chapter is as follows. Lewis’ elementary theory is
developed and extended in §6.1, with a special interest in a theoretically
important objection called the “meaning without use” problem which leads
to a modification of the theory. The resulting theory and other related
accounts are evaluated in §6.2. As usual, the chapter ends with a summary
in §6.3.

6.1 The elementary theory and its extensions
Lewis (2002) first presented his Actual Language Relation theory in chapter
V of his book Convention. I base my presentation on his later revision in
Languages and language (Lewis 1975), focusing for the moment on assertive
uses of indicatives.1 The theses ALR1–3 characterizing Lewis’ theory in-
dicate its ingredients: (i) an actual-language relation defined in terms of
(ii) conventions of a particular sort, namely ones having (iii) regularities
of truthfulness and trust in (iv) a particular abstract language among (v)
members of some population. Let us have a closer look at them with the
goal of stating a general meaning determination claim.

6.1.1 Regularities of truthfulness and trust
Lewis defines the actual-language relation in terms of conventions of truth-
fulness and trust. Conventions of truthfulness and trust are a certain kind
of conventions in his sense (according to his later definition in Languages
and language, see chapter 4). What is special about them is that their reg-
ularity is one of being truthful and trusting in an abstract language. Lewis’

1The main versions or clarifications of his account are: (Lewis 2002, 1975, 1976, 1992).
The 1975 version was prompted by criticism and suggestions by Bennett (1973, 1976)
and Schiffer (1993). A perspicuous presentation and discussion of Lewis’ account in
Convention can be found in (Kemmerling 1976:74–128). Helpful presentations of Lewis’
theory are in (Schiffer 1993), (Schwarz 2009:§10.2), and (Weatherson 2009:§2.2 ff.).
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formulation of the regularity has several noteworthy features: First, the
regularities are stated metalinguistically. Instead of stating them directly
in terms of attitudes with a certain content (which is not necessarily about
the truth of sentences), they are stated in terms of beliefs about the truth
of sentences. E.g. Jones is truthful in English when he utters “It’s raining”
if he believes that the sentence “it’s raining” is true in English (and not,
more mundanely, if he believes that it is raining) – and likewise for being
trustful. Certainly, it’s not necessary to have such metalinguistic beliefs
in order to be able to use a language. Lewis does not elaborate on why
he choose to formulate it this way and it’s unclear to me why he did so.
Instead of understanding Lewis’ proposal as requiring the language users
to have metalinguistic beliefs, I think that we can faithfully interpret it as
characterizing types of mental states that are not necessarily metalinguistic
by making the additional assumption that one believes that a sentence is
true in an abstract language if one believes (/wants/. . .) what it expresses
in the language. Truthfulness then amounts to “Speaker S doesn’t utter
sentence s unless she believes (/wants/. . .) that p (and p is the proposition
expressed by s).”

A second feature of the regularity is that the overall analysis is neither
speaker- nor hearer-centered. Both are assigned a role. Since being truthful
is common knowledge, hearers can expect speakers to be truthful. This
seems to amount to trust and raises the question why we can’t simplify
the regularity to one of truthfulness. There are two problems in this area:
the truthfulness-by-silence problem and the meaning-without-use problem.
I turn to the former here and to the latter below in §6.1.5.

Lewis’ account in Convention had only regularities of truthfulness.
Stephen Schiffer observed that this is problematic (cf. Lewis 1975:398 ff.):
Lewis’ old account had the contra-intuitive consequence that it was not able
to distinguish between a population using a language and its using other
languages that are identical but include a class of garbage sentences that
speakers would never utter. Since these sentences would never be uttered,
they would never be uttered falsely. Hence, the truthfulness-condition is
satisfied vacuously since the condition to speak truthfully is conditional on
uttering a sentence and the sentences in question are never uttered. The
new formulation including a regularity of trust avoids the truthfulness-by-
silence problem. For expectation of truthfulness (following from common
knowledge of the convention) is not yet trust. In (Lewis 1992:107), Lewis
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made this more precise: An agent A is trusting in an abstract language L
iff for all sentences s ∈ L, A’s subjective likelihood ratio

p(s will be uttered | s is true in L)
p(s will be uttered | s is false in L)

which measures the extent to which the truth of s in L is confirmed when s
is uttered, exceeds 1 by enough margin. This formulation allows for minute
distinctions in the subjective probabilities of a hearer by comparing condi-
tional probabilities. This condition is not satisfied by mere expectation of
truthfulness in L since trust requires that the posterior degree of belief that
an uttered sentence is false is low but this is not entailed by an expectation
of truthfulness. This is one reason for the regularity of trust.

The third notable feature has to do with coordination. The old regular-
ities of truthfulness resulted in one-sided coordination problems. Speakers
were assumed to coordinate very indirectly with past and future speakers
– and not with the present hearer. Postulating such a coordination feels
artificial and is quite different from the two-sided coordination problems
used in Lewis’ Signaling Games theory between the particular speakers and
hearers in instances of communication.

The new regularities restore proper coordination: speaker and hearer
are assumed to have a common interest in the hearer’s acquiring whatever
belief the speaker wants her to acquire by means of using and understanding
sentences. The speaker’s problem is that there are different sentences she
can utter which could lead to the desired result. The best thing she can
do depends on how the hearer reacts to the utterance. The hearer is in a
similar predicament. She wants to acquire the belief the speaker wants her
to acquire. The hearer’s problem is to react to an uttered sentence in a
suitable way. But she could come to acquire different beliefs and the best
thing she could do depends on the speaker’s choice. So, they face a coor-
dination problem of the familiar sort. This way of stating the conventional
regularity became possible by Lewis’ revision of his notion of a convention,
now allowing not only for regularities in action (as before) but also in action
and beliefs (§4.1).2

2Jonathan Bennett has improved on Lewis’ definition and Lewis (1976:386) accepted the
proposal, cf. (Bennett 1973:§5) and (Bennett 1976:§55).
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6.1.2 The actual-language relation

Having defined conventions of truthfulness and trust in an abstract lan-
guage, the definition of the actual-language relation is obvious: For pop-
ulations P and abstract languages L: P uses L iff there is a convention
of truthfulness and trust in L among members of P , sustained by an in-
terest in communication. Importantly, the definition allows that a popula-
tion uses more than one language in this sense at a time. The definition
looks less innocent when we unpack the definition of a convention (cf. Lewis
1975:384 ff.):

There is a convention of truthfulness and trust in L among members of P iff

1. Everyone conforms to a regularity of truthfulness and trust in L.
2. Everyone believes that the others conform to the regularity.
3. This belief that the others conform to the regularity gives everyone a good

and decisive reason to conform to the regularity herself.
4. There is in P a general preference for general conformity to the regularity of

truthfulness and trust in L rather than slightly-less-than-general conformity.
5. The regularity of truthfulness and trust in L (R) has [at least one alternative

R′, namely truthfulness and trust in another language L′, such that the belief
that the others conformed to R′ would give everyone a good and decisive
practical or epistemic reason to conform to R′ likewise; such that there is
a general preference for general conformity to R′ rather than slightly-less-
than-general conformity to R′; and such that there is normally no way of
conforming to R and R′ both.]

6. All these facts are common knowledge in P .

I present clause 5 in a more explicit than Lewis since it’s a clause we’ll re-
turn to below. According to it, an alternative to a regularity of truthfulness
and trust in an abstract language L is a regularity in another language L′

that “does not overlap L in such a way that it is possible to be truthful and
trusting simultaneously in L and in L′” (p. 385). Importantly, not all regu-
larities of truthfulness and trust in other languages have to be alternatives
in this sense.3

Lewis thought that his analysis was justified by the ordinary use of “us-
ing a language.” But both the requirement of common knowledge of the
alternatives and of the regularity’s being sustained by a common interest in
communication have been criticized by Burge (1975:250 ff.) and Kemmer-
ling (1976:117–119): (i) A population can use a language without knowing

3I thank Max Kölbel and Wolfgang Schwarz for a helpful discussion on the issue.
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about its alternatives (required by clause 6). (ii) Suppose members of a
population desire to speak the gods’ language. They believe that the gods
don’t switch languages. Then there is no alternative to the language the
members desire to use (required by clause 5). (iii) Suppose that a population
speaks a language against its interest because its members are threatened
by its usurpers. Then there is no common interest in communication in
the language (required by the definition of the actual-language relation).
While I think that these counterexamples have a point, I don’t think that
they seriously threaten Lewis’ theory. One could simply say that common
knowledge of alternatives is not necessary and drop the “sustained by an
interest in communication” clause.4

6.1.3 Meaning determination claims

Since abstract languages determine for each sentence a meaning and the
actual-language relation pairs populations with such a language, we can
now state how conventions determine a sentence’s meaning:

ALR-S. Sentence s means m in L used by P iff P uses L and L(s) = m.

The actual-language relation does not allow us to determine the meaning
of words (and sub-sentential expressions in general). To allow for this, a
second relation between populations and grammars is introduced (cf. Lewis
1975:389–391). Let us call it the “actual-grammar relation.” Grammars are
assumed here to be semantically interpreted grammars generating not only
well-formed expressions according to a set of operations but expressions
paired with suitable meanings.5 Let us designate a grammar that generates
an abstract language L by “ΓL” and the abstract language generated by a
grammar Γ by “LΓ”. Lewis suggested that a grammar ΓL of an actually
used language L determines the meanings of all expressions – sub-sentential
or not.6

ALR-E. Expression e means m in LΓ of P iff P uses Γ and Γ pairs e with m.

4Schwarz (2009:196) assesses the scenarios similarly. The moves considered here have
already been suggested by Kemmerling.

5The notion of “generation” is one from the theory of formal languages, defined in terms
of the expressions that are derivable from a grammar; see (Hopcroft et al. 1979).

6E.g. by means of a categorial grammar as Lewis proposed in (Lewis 1970).
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The step from ALR-S to ALR-E is not trivial. For there are many weakly
equivalent grammars generating the same language but possibly assigning
semantic values of wildly different types to the same sub-sentential expres-
sion. Thus, there is an element of choice. Lewis was aware of this indeter-
minacy of his proposal and proposed that we should be indifferent between
different grammars on condition that they generate the same abstract lan-
guage (that is to say that the grammars must generate the same set of
sentences pairing them with the same meanings). An alternative to this
proposal would be to select grammars in an objective way by giving them
a cognitive role, say in terms of mental realization. Lewis disliked this al-
ternative since one would otherwise engage “in risky speculation about the
secret workings of the brain” (Lewis 1992:110 fn. 6). For this reason, the
meanings of sub-sentential expressions are only partially determined. (I
emphasize the distinction between ALR-S and ALR-E to prepare for the
discussion of the meaning-without-use problem in §6.1.5.)

6.1.4 Extensions to complexer languages
The abstract languages populations can use are highly restricted since there
is no provision for indexical, ambiguous, or non-indicative sentences (Lewis
1975:387 ff.). Lewis offers extensions to his theory in various ways. Not
all of them are convincing. For example, he defines “ambiguous languages”
L as functions from sentences to finite sets of alternative meanings and
restates the regularity of truthfulness and trust in an ambiguous language
L as follows:7

We can say that a sentence s is true in L at w under some meaning
if and only if w belongs to some member of L(s). We can say that a
sentence s is true in L under some meaning if and only if our actual
world belongs to some member of L(s). We can say that someone is
(minimally) truthful in L if he tries not to utter any sentence s of L
unless s is true in L under some meaning. He is trusting if he believes
an uttered sentence of L to be true in L under some meaning.

(Lewis 1975:387)

This way of stating the regularity also seems to face a truthfulness-by-
silence problem. For on the basis of this regularity, Lewis’ theory cannot
distinguish between a population using a language and its using languages

7Lewis uses “σ” where I use “s”.
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that are identical but assign the sentences some extra meanings such that
the sentences would never be used in accordance with these meanings. Ob-
viously, one would have to strengthen the truthfulness- and trust-conditions
along the following lines: For all meanings m of a sentence s in L: There
are occasions where one would utter and understand s in accordance with
m and someone wouldn’t utter s in accordance with m, unless she believed
that the actual world is part of m (understanding propositions as sets).

The extension to indexicals proceeds similarly (also p. 387). First, a
class of indexical languages L is defined which are mappings from sentences
to functions from occasions o of utterance to truth conditions. Second, the
truth-in-L predicate is relativized to such occasions o. Third, the regularity
is restated.8

The arguably most interesting extension is the one to polymodal lan-
guages L that are functions from sentences to pairs of code numbers and
truth conditions (p. 387 f.). The code numbers have the same role as in
his Signaling Games theory (§5.2), they indicate the mood µ of a sentence
(like indicative, imperative, . . .). E.g. the sentence “It’s cold in here” can
be used to describe how the temperature is in a classroom and it can be
used to command someone to bring it about that it is not cold anymore.
To this end, we could assign the sentence the following complex meanings
⟨0, that it is cold in here⟩ and ⟨1, that it not be cold in here⟩, together with
a redefinition of being truthful and trusting as follows. A sentence is true
in L iff the actual world is an element of the truth condition (understand-
ing truth conditions as sets of possible worlds). Again, the regularities are
restated, now parametrized to each mood:

• Indicatives: Someone is truthful in L with respect to indicatives if she tries
not to utter any indicative sentence of L which is not true in L. Some-
one is trusting with respect to indicatives if she believes uttered indicatives
sentences to be true in L.

• Imperatives: Someone is is truthful in L with respect to imperatives if
she tries to act in such a way as to make true in L any imperative sentence
of L that is addressed to her by someone in a relation of authority to her.
Someone is trusting with respect to imperatives if she expects her utterance

8Lewis (1975:388) accounts for the intuitions of semantic externalists similarly, namely by
introducing a “causal history entry” which truth conditions in the range of the function
depend upon. Jackman (1998:300–302) rejects this approach in my opinion unconvincingly
by pointing out that thereby Lewis models externalistic dependencies on the model of
indexicals but thereby these two distinct phenomena become false friends.
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of an imperative sentence in L to result in the addressee’s acting in such a
way so as to make that sentence true in L, provided that she is in a relation
of authority to the addressee.

• . . . and so on for other moods.

This way of defining what it is to be truthful and trusting relative to a
code number amounts to an explication of moods or speech act types. Given
a set of such mood explications, Lewis’ theory is applicable to a wide range
of language uses. Still, this is not satisfying. Kemmerling (1976:103–106)
objected that the mood explications are implausible. And indeed, without
an account of social norms, the issue cannot be fully addressed, as I’ve
argued in §2.5 using the example of to inform someone and to promise
something.

The extension to polymodal languages has some noteworthy conse-
quences. First, it’s not guaranteed anymore that a sentence in one mood
has the same truth condition as in another mood since the truth condition
for a sentence is defined independently for each mood. My example of “It’s
cold in here” illustrates this point. Consequently, it’s also not guaranteed
that any expression means the same in all contexts of its use. That is,
Lewis’ theory allows that “apple” means apple in indicatives and non-apple
in imperatives. The importance of the point can be downplayed. For such
a situation would hardly ever obtain since it’s implausible that a conven-
tion of truthfulness and trust in such a language would obtain. But the
implausibility is not explained by the theory.

Second, the extension has consequences for the kind of grammar used
to determine what sub-sentential expressions mean. There is a complica-
tion from going from a complex meaning ⟨code number, truth condition⟩ to a
truth-condition meaning. Where in the grammar is the code number intro-
duced? If a sentence has several complex meanings – say one for each mood
– whose truth-condition components vary, what is the truth-conditional
meaning for the sentence? And likewise, how can the truth-conditional
meanings for sub-sentential expressions be derived in such scenarios? These
questions receive no obvious answers.9 I think that one has to add the
following claims to Lewis’ theory: (i) All admissible polymodal languages
assign to each sentence only complex meanings that have the same truth-
condition component for each mood. (ii) The admissible grammars for ad-

9Kemmerling (1976:101 ff.) seems to criticize Lewis’ former theory in Convention in a
similar way.
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missible polymodal languages introduce the code numbers only at the level
of sentences.

6.1.5 Meaning without use

Stephen Schiffer (1993, 2006) and John O’Leary-Hawthorne (1990, 1993)
observed that Lewis’ theory has the meaning-without-use problem. It is a
problem not just for Lewis’ but for use theories of meaning in general. It
results from the way use theories explain an expression’s meaning, namely
in terms of its use.

But it seems that at any time, there are actually unused expressions, for
example very long and/or complicated expressions (involving embeddings,
garden pathing, . . .), which are meaningful even before they are actually
used and (at least some of them) wouldn’t readily be understood by typical
members of the relevant community. Such expressions seemingly follow
the English grammar. For this reason, many are inclined to count them
as belonging to English (but this is contested, see below). They typically
contain parts that complicate use and understanding, like: “the former”,
“the latter”, “the third last counted from the middle”, “the friend who saw
the relative who is the father of the twins who direct the studio that is
yellow died”, etc.

The problem is that the meaning of actually unused expressions cannot
be explained in terms of their actual use. Thus, it seems that use theories
of meaning have an explanatory gap.10

The problem for Lewis’ theory The specific problem for Lewis’ theory
(in the version discussed here) is as follows.11 Very long sentences too
complex for one to utter and understand them satisfy the truthfulness- and
trust-conditions. Since there is no use at all, truthfulness goes through
trivially. Trust is also satisfied. Recall that the condition is stated in terms

10To be clear, the issue is not neologisms that have so far no use, or gibberish that is used
but meaningless or otherwise semantically defective.

11Cf. (Lewis 1992) which is a reaction to (O’Leary-Hawthorne 1990). Lewis rejects
Hawthorne’s objection but accepts his conclusion which I discuss in the main text.
Hawthorne argues that Lewis’ trust-condition is undefined since the unconditional ut-
terance probabilities are 0 for very long sentences. Lewis’ thinks that we should assume
that they never get 0 but only very small. Other early discussions of the problem are in
(Platts 1997:88–92), (Chomsky 1980:83–85), and (Blackburn 1984:127–130).
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of conditional subjective probabilities. For very long sentences, most of the
subjective probability mass would go to hypotheses which are unrelated to
the truth and falsity of the respective sentences. Arguably, the remaining
minute subjective probability would go in equal shares to their truth and
falsity – and thus in effect to different abstract languages.

The result is that Lewis’ actual-language relation cannot distinguish be-
tween a population using one of the candidate languages or another, even
if they assign different truth conditions to the unuttered sentences. No-
tice that the problem for Lewis’ theory pertains to expressions that (i) are
not actually used and (ii) would not be understood, even after some reflec-
tion. The second condition is important. For actually unuttered expressions
might still be understood. So, for an expression to be so far unuttered is
alone not problematic since a stable disposition to understand utterances of
it in a specific way would allow us to distinguish between different candidate
languages.

“Solutions” There are different reactions to this problem. Probably
there is no “straight” solution since people have conflicting intuitions. Loar
(1976:158) denies that there is a problem in the first place since these “‘sen-
tences’ are not really part of our language at all – after all, we cannot un-
derstand them!” His proposal is to restrict the class of abstract languages
to those consisting of sentences that could possibly be understood, maybe
after some thought. Let us follow Loar by calling such languages “effective
languages.” While this position goes against the tradition to conceive of
languages as consisting of a denumerable infinity of sentences, I think one
can reasonably take this position. But it is not very popular.

Bennett (1976:§81) argues that it is wrong to restrict languages to ef-
fective languages. He prefers the traditional conception for its theoretical
“simplicity and smoothness.” Hence, he is willing to claim that a popula-
tion can use such an infinite language. The fact that only a fragment of
it is usable is explained by appealing to cognitive limitations of the popu-
lation’s members. Bennett’s argument is not very convincing. Plausibly,
human linguistic abilities are partly explained by means of a mentally real-
ized grammar (while not necessarily one of the Chomskian sort). If such a
grammar is not defined for the very complex sentences, then Bennett’s ex-
planation is wrong. But there is another argument against Loar’s position,
based on an appeal to an intuition many seem to have: If an expression
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shows certain structural features, then it should be meaningful, even if it is
not part of an effective language.

The ones who accept the problem – Lewis included – have proposed
different solutions, which can be divided into two groups: non-mentalistic
and mentalistic. Common to them is that they acknowledge that the actual-
language relation holds between populations and effective languages; what
they need then is an addition which determines the meanings of an extension
of such a language.

Lewis (1992) and Bennett (1976:§§65–67) suggest a non-mentalistic solu-
tion. The proposal is to extrapolate a “straight” grammar from the effective
language a population uses based on the recurrent features in the history
of utterances up to now. Such straight grammars Γ then determine the
meanings of actually unused expressions. This is a modification of the el-
ementary theory presented above, one in the step from ALR-S to ALR-E.
The relation between a language L used by a population and the grammar
Γ it uses is now as follows. Γ does not (only) generate L but LΓ which is a
superset of L. L is an effective language while the language LΓ generated
by Γ is not.

The solution has issues, even when we put worries with respect to a
grammar’s “straightness” and “bentness” aside. Why should we rely on an
external non-mentalistic criterion and buy Lewis’ worry according to which
otherwise, one would engage in risky speculation about the brain (§6.1.3)?
Shouldn’t we rather use an internal criterion directly relating to mental
properties of the language users? Schiffer (1993, 2006) raised these ques-
tions and came up with several counterexamples for Lewis’s solution: (i) If
members of a population using a language process the utterances not on the
basis of a mentally realized grammar but via a huge but finite translation
manual into their native language, then they couldn’t “go on” and process
the sentences in the unused extension of the effective language. In such a
case, it would be wrong to claim that these sentences mean something.12

(ii) What if a population uses a bent grammar? In such a case, the Lewisian
strategy gives the wrong result. (iii) Lewis’ solution requires that there
is exactly one straight grammar. But, as also Chomsky (1980:83–85) and
Jorgensen (2008) stress, there is no reason for this optimistic assumption.
Plausibly, there can be grammars of different frameworks that are straight
relative to the framework but don’t generate exactly the same language.

12O’Leary-Hawthorne (1993) discusses a similar counterexample.
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Moreover, the space of possible grammars is huge. For they must draw fine
distinctions to explain phenomena like indexicality and vagueness. Every
difference in the meaning-assignment yields a different grammar. Hence, a
lot of empirical evidence is required to distinguish between different candi-
date grammars. But the empirical evidence for each language is relatively
limited, even on the idealizing assumption that we could obtain it.

Schiffer (1993:244–247) proposed an alternative mentalistic solution. He
thinks that the lesson to be learned from his counterexamples is that possess-
ing a mentally realized grammar is relevant in some cases but not necessary.
For a French-speaker can use and understand English by using a translation
device that translates English utterances into French (and back). But in
both cases, Schiffer thinks that we may assume that language users possess a
language-processing mechanism which he calls “L-determining translator”.
Such a translator is something that “determines a mapping of each sentence
of a [public abstract] language L onto a Mentalese sentence that means in
Mentalese what the L sentence means in L” (Schiffer 1993:246). Translators
can be realized in different ways, e.g. by a mentally realized grammar or a
huge translation memory.

Schiffer’s (allegedly) “risky speculation about the brain” consists in the
following two assumptions: (i) the language of thought hypothesis (“Men-
talese”) is true and (ii) humans process sentences of a public language by
a suitable translator. The strong assumption is (i) since (ii) only requires
that there exists a mapping from the public language into Mentalese.

The language of thought hypothesis is one of the central theses of Fodor’s
computational/representational theory of mind. According to it, (i) mental
representations are structured (like the expression “1 + 2”); (ii) parts of
these structures are “transportable”, i.e. type-identical parts can occur in
different representations (like the “1” in “1 = 2 − 1”); and (iii) mental
representations have a compositional semantics (cf. Fodor 1987:135-137).

The language of thought hypothesis is contested (cf. Aydede 2008), as
probably all important philosophical theses are. Yet it seems that Lewis
overstated his “risky speculation about the brain” point. The hypothesis
has a highly general content and is in principle testable: If it turns out that
mental representations are not structured and don’t have a compositional
semantics, then the hypothesis is false. For example, in certain simple
neural networks, the hypothesis is false. So what one would have to find
out is whether our brain is more like a computer or like a simple neural net
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(or . . .).
Using the notion of a translator, Schiffer’s proposal can be stated as

follows:13

ALR-E′. Expression e means m in LT of P iff (i) P uses L, (ii) L ⊆ LT , (iii)
members of P process L-utterances via an L-determining translator T ,
(iv) T generates LT , and (v) T pairs e with m.

On this modification of the elementary theory, conventions still play a role:
In condition (i) the actual-language relation is used which is defined in terms
of conventions. The crucial condition is (iii) which relates the members of
P to a translator. The translator is used to generate the extended language
LT in condition (iv).

If we endorse ALR-E′, then the meaning-determination claim ALR-S is
not needed anymore and ALR-E is in general not acceptable. ALR-E can
still come out true, namely if the translator is realized by a grammar. In
this case, the step from ALR-S to ALR-E is changed: there is no element
of choice anymore since the selection of the grammar is achieved by giving
it a cognitive role.

Schiffer’s solution does not have the problems Lewis’s solution has. For
example, if the language users process L via a mentally realized grammar
that is “bent,” then this grammar (by means of the L-determining translator
it realizes) determines the correct meanings.

These three kinds of reactions to the meaning-without-use problem differ
in the meanings they assign to unusable expressions. Since Schiffer’s solution
gives the best result with the fewest problems, I tend to endorse it, even
if this commits one to making sense of what it is for an agent to have an
L-determining translator.

Consequences The use of translators (and grammars in the typical case)
changes the form of the determination claim. Recall that one of the central
theses of the conventionalist project is C′ (§1.3):

C′. For all expressions e, meanings m, coordinates C: The stable use of e at C

13I do not follow Schiffer strictly. He prefers to state his proposal in terms of regularities
in speaker-meaning that are mutually known among the members of the respective popu-
lation. Thereby, linguistic understanding is explained in terms of knowledge about what
speakers mean. I prefer my proposal since it’s closer to Lewis’ and since it does not rely
on knowledge.
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determines that e means m at C.

I introduced the thesis in a noncommittal way and mentioned the possibility
that its scope would have to be restricted. Indeed, the scope has to be re-
stricted: (i) There is meaning without use. (ii) We need to assign meanings
to sub-sentential expressions. For these reasons, a change of the explana-
tory architecture is required. Only the meanings of sentences of effective
languages (the usable fragments) can be said to be determined by conven-
tions. The meanings of unused expressions and sub-sentential expressions
are determined by a translator.

This change in Lewis’ account raises two questions I’d like to consider:
On the face of it, why do we invoke conventions at all and not only, for
example, Schiffer’s L-determining translator? What remains of the conven-
tionalist thesis?

Schiffer’s solution should make us aware of alternative “unconvention-
alist” explanations of why (in virtue of what) expressions mean what they
do. It seems that what explains an expression’s meaning is now something
individual – an L-determining translator – and not something social any-
more – a convention or social norm. This observation is only in part correct.
Indeed, some of the explanatory work is now done by L-determining trans-
lators. Could the translators do all the work? Let us consider an account
that tries to explain linguistic meaning solely in virtue of someone possess-
ing a translator. My claim is not that this is a position someone would
want to endorse but it’s an instructive proposal. For such an account would
fail badly and if we improved on it, we would have to add conventions and
social norms.

As to its failure: (i) Endorsing such an account is to accept Humpty
Dumpty’s claim that he can make a word mean what he wants. Since we
reject his claim, we should generally judge so (with some exceptions relating
to social norms, see §9.3 and §9.4). (ii) We cannot explain why communi-
cation is usually easy and successful solely on the basis of the assumption
that agents are individually able to use and understand an idiolect (say
by means of an L-determining translator). This was one of the lessons
learned from the discussion of Davidson’s argument (§3.3). Conventional-
ist accounts provide a very plausible explanation of this feat: It’s because
there is a conventionally shared language among a population of which the
communicators are part. (iii) The possession of an L-determining translator
secures neither the arbitrariness of meaning, its stability, nor that it’s ben-
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eficial for each communicator to coordinate (since no other communicators
are considered in the first place). (iv) It seems to be impossible to explain
semantic normativity on such an account.

Notice that these are all features that are part and parcel of a conven-
tionalist account (with an account of social norms). The second part of my
claim should now be plausible: if we tried to improve the account under
consideration, then we would have to add things which would amount to
adding conventions and social norms.

Thus, the question is not: “Should we abandon the conventionalist
project (since we incorporate grammars/translators now)?” but rather:
“What’s the relation between translators and conventions?” I think the
following is a plausible beginning of a more complete answer: As before,
the explanation starts with something social: a stable linguistic use like
a convention (or a social norm). From the existence of such a stable lin-
guistic use it follows that its members have certain dispositions to use and
understand certain expressions. This was the conventionalist part of the
explanation. The crucial claim to relate it to the grammar part is the fol-
lowing stipulation. These dispositions are brought about, at least in part,
by an L-determining translator. To make this stipulation explicit, let us say
that linguistic conventions are conventions whose members’ behavioral dis-
positions are brought about, at least in part, by translators, and likewise for
“linguistic social norms” and “linguistic normative conventions” that are yet
to be introduced. Hence, translators are constitutive for linguistic conven-
tions. That is to say: while L-determining translators have an explanatory
role in the overall explanation, the explanation is not just in terms of them.

To conclude, the conventionality thesis C′ has to be restated since the
existence of a convention does not imply that there is a grammar which is
needed to address the meaning-without-use problem and to assign meanings
to sub-sentential expressions. If we introduce the term “stable linguistic use”
for linguistic conventions and linguistic social norms (and combinations of
them), then we can formulate the thesis with a more cognitive underpinning
as follows:

C′′. For all expressions e, meanings m, coordinates C: The stable linguistic use
of e at C determines that e means m at C.

In the case of meaning in virtue of conventions, we can be more specific:
According to a Lewisian Actual Language Relation theory, an expression’s
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meaning is determined by the L-determining translator that is used to
process the effective language used (ALR-E′). Conventions determine the
meanings of the sentences of the effective language. Translators determine
the meanings of the extended language and of all sub-sentential expressions.

6.1.6 Language varieties

The orderliness of Lewis’ theory is suspicious. Can it really be that sim-
ple? Language varieties have been considered to be problematic for Lewis’
account. But is that so? Before I discuss Jorgensen’s objection in the
evaluation-section (§6.2.1), I elaborate on Lewis’ proposal.

A first observation is that the folk ways of individuating languages are
quite different from Lewis’ way. His abstract languages have very precise
identity conditions: one little change d, say a more word or less, yields
another formal language – L± d ̸= L. Natural languages are vague objects:
a little change does not yield another language – L ± d ≈ L.

This modeling mismatch is not problematic on its own. It suggests, how-
ever, that we shouldn’t translate ordinary language sentences of the kind
“the Germans use German” too directly into the theoretical vocabulary as
“population PG uses the abstract language LG.” For there are many vari-
eties of German, some of them blending neatly into Dutch and others into
Austrian. We can describe these varieties as a family of abstract languages
that have shared parts and overlapping parts in which they disagree (say
one language assigns to an expression one meaning and another assigns a
different meaning to it). This raises the question which of the many ab-
stract languages LG should designate. Luckily, since a population can use
more than one abstract language, we don’t have to choose exactly one (cf.
Lewis 1975:397 ff.). It follows from Lewis’ theory that, ceteris paribus, if a
population uses an abstract language L, then it also uses all abstract lan-
guages that are a subset of L.14 Hence, the cases of interest are ones where
the abstract languages disagree on the meanings they assign to the shared
expressions. Lewis considered two particular kinds of languages in case of a
linguistically inhomogeneous population, namely its shared language and its
total language, the former being the intersection of the abstract languages

14At least on the assumption that members of a population don’t lose interest in a language
as it gets smaller.
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that are used by any substantial subpopulation and the latter being its
union. I think the former notion is more interesting since it allows us to
explain why communication is easy in a population.

It might not be obvious which kind of regularities have to exist in such
population for it to use a particular shared language. For in the case
we’re considering now, the regularities of truthfulness and trust might be
in different languages among many members and there are occasional non-
conforming uses. So, let me illustrate Lewis’ idea by discussing the sim-
plest scenario: there are two distinct expressions e1 and e2 and two distinct
meanings m1 and m2, defining the eight possible languages in figure 6.1(a).
Figure 6.1(b) on the right shows the intersections of the languages of the
respective row and the respective column.

L1 = {⟨e1,m1⟩}
L2 = {⟨e1,m2⟩}
L3 = {⟨e2,m1⟩}
L4 = {⟨e2,m2⟩}
L5 = {⟨e1,m1⟩ , ⟨e2,m1⟩}
L6 = {⟨e1,m1⟩ , ⟨e2,m2⟩}
L7 = {⟨e1,m2⟩ , ⟨e2,m1⟩}
L8 = {⟨e1,m2⟩ , ⟨e2,m2⟩}

(a) Languages

∩
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

L1 L1 ∅ ∅ ∅ L1 L1 ∅ ∅
L2 L2 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ L2 L2

L3 L3 ∅ L3 ∅ L3 ∅
L4 L4 ∅ L4 ∅ L4

L5 L5 L1 L3 ∅
L6 L6 ∅ L4

L7 L7 L2

L8 L8

(b) Shared languages

Figure 6.1: A simple scenario of language varieties

Let us consider a population consisting of three agents, being in the po-
sition to be truthful and trusting in one of the eight languages (or in short
(individually) “using” one the languages).15 Thereby we can simulate sce-
narios in bigger populations where the agents are subpopulations and the
languages are much bigger. For each agent, there are eight languages she
can use. (If she is using more than one compatible language, say L1 and L4,
then we count this as using one language, namely its union L6. Languages
like L1 and L2 are incompatible in this sense since the same expression has
two different meanings and we assume that one cannot be truthful and trust-

15An agent’s being “truthful and trusting in L” has to be defined in the obvious way. I
omit here complications resulting from agents understanding languages they can’t speak
and the like.
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ing in both of them. Consequently, there are already 256 (= 83) possible
configurations resulting from the agents using one of the languages. We can
characterize the configurations by using a three-dimensional coordinate sys-
tem where each point is a triple consisting of the three languages used by the
agents, respectively. Obviously, in configurations of the form ⟨Li,Li,Li⟩,
the population is using Li. This is the linguistically homogeneous case.

Now let us turn to cases of linguistically inhomogeneous populations.
Lewis seems to suggest the following procedure to determine the shared
language of a population: First determine the languages used by each sub-
stantial subpopulation (and make sure that these languages are not too
different yielding an empty intersection). Then take the biggest language
of each such subpopulation. The union of these languages is the shared
language of the population.

Thus, we might think that based on Lewis’ proposal the population
simply uses L∩ in configurations of the form ⟨Li,Lj ,Lk⟩ where L∩ = Li ∩
Lj ∩ Lk. But since Lewis allows for some exceptions in the conventional
regularities, the story is more complicated. Let us just stipulate that if two
of three agents use a language, then the whole population uses it. Thus, a
population is also using Li in configurations of either the form ⟨Li,Li,Lk⟩
or ⟨Li,Lk,Li⟩ or ⟨Lk,Li,Li⟩.

Less obviously, there is also a case where one of the used languages
overlaps another used language. In such cases, if there is a non-empty
intersection-language of two used languages, then it is also used by the pop-
ulation. That is, even if the intersection-language L∩ of all three agents is
empty and no two languages are identical, there are configurations where
the population uses a non-empty language. To illustrate this, let us en-
rich the vocabulary by two more expressions and meanings. Then there
is a configuration where agent 1 uses {⟨e1,m1⟩ , ⟨e2,m2⟩}, agent 2 uses
{⟨e2,m2⟩ , ⟨e3,m3⟩}, and agent 3 uses {⟨e3,m3⟩ , ⟨e4,m4⟩}. In this config-
uration, the intersection-language L∩ of all agents is empty and no two
agents are using the same language. But there are the intersection languages
{⟨e2,m2⟩} and {⟨e3,m3⟩} of at least two agents. By allowing exceptions to
the regularity, these languages are also used by the population.

So, Lewis’ theory entails that in certain cases of overlapping abstract lan-
guages that disagree on the meanings they assign to the shared expressions,
the overlapping part cannot be a (sub-)language used by the whole popula-
tion. Intuitively, this seems plausible for the members of the whole popu-
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lation wouldn’t communicate successfully by using this sub-language. This
does not rule out that the conflicting parts of the two abstract-languages
can be used by the respective sub-populations of the population: As long
as there is a regular not too conflicting use of them, the parts are actually
used.

To conclude, already in the simplest scenario, the application of Lewis’
theory is complicated. It gets more difficult as we add recursive rules, more
agents, and changes over time. This is a disadvantage of Lewis’ theory since
the standard case among humans is one of linguistically inhomogeneous
populations.

6.2 Evaluation

Even with the complications stemming from the meaning-without-use prob-
lem, Lewis’ Actual Language Relation theory has obvious appeal: it is sim-
ple and has relatively well understood foundations. On the basis of the
presentation and discussion of Lewis’ theory, we can now evaluate it. I skip
a detailed discussion of the adequacy conditions (§1.4) since the outcome is
almost the same as for his Signaling Games theory (§5.4). This is so because
the same account of conventions is used and because the conventional reg-
ularities are similar.16 With regard to the adequacy conditions there is one
improvement: the new theory can explain linguistic structure and thereby
linguistic meaning (DesM6). For the same reason, the new theory inherits
also the problems of Lewis’ Signaling Games theory, namely it’s rationalistic
conception of language use and its users, on the one hand, and the lack of an
account of semantic normativity, on the other hand. Thus, meaning is not
normative on Lewis’ theory while it should be possible that it is (chapter
2). Lewis (vaguely) suggested to add social norms on top of conventions:
If there is a social norm to conform to a convention, then there are oughts
(c.f Lewis 2002:97–100).17 Since he does not provide an account of social
norms, his theory is incomplete with respect to semantic normativity and
with respect to meaning in virtue of social norms. A further consequence
of this is that he is stuck with implausible mood explications – a plausible

16But not identical: the direction of the conditional in the speaker’s portion of the regularity
is reversed from “belief → utterance” to “utterance → belief.”

17But this would go against the principle promoted in chapter 2 that if meaning is normative,
then this is because of the way it is determined.
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explication of what it is to inform someone is in terms of social norms (§2.5).
In this section, I discuss some further criticism. I start by discussing

four objections against Lewis’ theory: an objection by Jorgensen drawing
on language varieties (§6.2.1), an objection based on Davidsonian language
use (§6.2.2), an objection by Max Kölbel advocating an alternative defini-
tion of the actual-language relation (§6.2.3), and an objection based on the
Gricean heritage of Lewis’ theory (§6.2.4). In §6.2.5, an interim summary is
given and Gricean variations are explored, in particular alternative Actual
Language Relation theories are considered.

6.2.1 Jorgensen’s objection from language varieties
Andrew Jorgensen (2008:82 ff.) argues on the basis of language varieties that
in cases of linguistically inhomogeneous populations there is no language the
population uses:

Consider the case of English. The body of sentences and rules that
constitutes the “lowest common denominator” variety of English un-
derstood by all speakers of English must be sheared of all the peculiar-
ities of Hiberno-English, Ulster Scots, Lallans, Doric, Strine, Newziln,
Yorkshire English, Mancunian, black English vernacular, and so on.
[. . .] [T]here is a plurality of natural ways of extrapolating the used part
of this structure to the unused cases. It is thus the case that existing
linguistic diversity shows that condition 3 [requiring that everyone has
a good and decisive reason to conform to one of these fragments] fails
for these proper language fragment-type cases. This conclusion can be
extended. If condition 3 fails for the proper fragments of a language,
then it fails for languages themselves at a time, since the entire corpus
of a language up to a certain moment in time is a proper fragment of
the entire corpus of a language up to some succeeding moment.

(Jorgensen 2008:83)

If I understand his argument correctly, then it can be stated as follows:

P1. In cases of a linguistically inhomogeneous population, there are many lan-
guage varieties used by the subpopulations. These language varieties are
(finite) effective languages. For each language variety, there are many
admissible extrapolated languages.

P2. A population uses an abstract language L only if each member’s belief
that the others conform to the regularity of truthfulness and trust in L
gives her a good and decisive reason to conform to the regularity herself.
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P3. But in such a case, there is no such good and decisive reason for any
member of the population to be truthful and trusting in one variety since
she could equally well be trusting in another variety.

C. The population uses no language.

It’s clear that Jorgensen is on to something. For we have seen in §6.1.6 that
Lewis’ theory becomes opaque when applied to linguistically inhomogeneous
populations. Nevertheless, I think Jorgensen’s argument is not sound.

Observe that Jorgensen’s point is not that there is no shared language.
He seems to grant that there might be a non-empty intersection-language
(“lowest common denominator”). This language would be the candidate
Lewis’ theory selects as (one of) the language(s) used by the population.
Jorgensen’s objection seems to result from the combination of (i) there being
many extrapolated languages and (ii) Lewis’ necessary condition 3 of a
convention. Condition 3 requires that the belief in the others’ conformity
gives each member a good and decisive reason to conform to it themselves
(see above in §6.1). Jorgensen’s point then seems to be: Each member of the
population faces a non-trivial decision problem. There are many candidate
languages one could be truthful and trusting in. But contra Lewis, there is
no good and decisive reason to choose one since many of them are equally
good.

Still, I think that the argument is not very compelling since P3 seems to
me based on a misunderstanding. It seems to me that Jorgensen implicitly
assumes that there has to be exactly one language which has to be extracted
from all the language varieties in the currency of a linguistically inhomoge-
neous population and this language is the best choice no matter what. This
is wrong. First, by endorsing Schiffer’s solution for the meaning-without-use
problem, each variety should have only one interesting extension and thus
the number of candidates to choose from is not as big as Jorgensen thinks.
Second, in such a case, Lewis’ proposal is not as Jorgensen thinks: We start
by considering the biggest effective languages used by substantial subpop-
ulations. By taking the intersection of these languages, we construct the
shared language of the population. There is only one such language. Third,
each individual of the population does not face only one decision problem
with regard to the language to use but in fact many. For an individual
can be a member of different subpopulations using different languages. The
language she should use depends on the subpopulation she’s a member of.
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Crucially, in each subpopulation, there is a language for whose use she has a
good and decisive reason. Finally, having no further knowledge than know-
ing to be a member of a linguistically inhomogeneous population, using the
shared language seems to me the rational thing to do. For this reason,
Lewis’ proposal is recommendable.

To conclude, Jorgensen’s argument does not have the force he thought
it to have. Nevertheless, linguistically inhomogeneous populations seems
to be the standard rather than the exception. The discussion shows that
the application of Lewis’ theory is complicated in such scenarios. This is
so because Lewis tries to relate two abstract entities by means of abstract
conventions: populations and abstract languages. Both are abstract en-
tities which are intended to model vague worldly counterparts: linguistic
communities and living languages. Seen this way, the complications should
not surprise us. For at the heart of the complications is a deviation from
our pre-theoretic conception which I take to be that there is a convention
for each word. That there are these complications is a point against Lewis’
theory. An account that could deal with such scenarios in a better way is
obviously to be preferred.

6.2.2 Sperber and Wilson’s objection from Davidsonian uses
Lewis’ regularities of truthfulness and trust suggest that communicators
don’t lie and use language literally all the time. If so, isn’t Lewis’ theory at
odds with reality? While Lewis does not discuss malapropisms, he discusses
inveterate liars, hyperbole, metaphors, joking language uses, and Gricean
communication (Lewis 1975:395–397). He offers different explanations of
the phenomena. Let me first present Lewis’ position before I evaluate it.

The case of inveterate liars is quickly told: Lewis denies that a popula-
tion of inveterate liars can use a language at all. As another case of seeming
untruthfulness, he considers the use of hyperboles and metaphors. Here the
claim is that such language use is one conforming to a regularity of truth-
fulness and trust, in spite of all appearances to the contrary. As Sperber
and Wilson (2002:587–589) explain, Lewis seems to suggest that a sentence
like (1) is ambiguous, having besides its literal meaning the same meaning
as (2).18

(1) You are a piglet.
18The example is from (Sperber and Wilson 1986:154).
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(2) You are a dirty child.

For joking and more broadly insincere language use, Lewis does not of-
fer just one treatment but three. The first one is as above: The seeming
untruthfulness in the language is actually truthfulness in another closely
related language. In the language the people use they are truthful but they
are untruthful in a closely related more systematic literal-language. In the
language they use, the insincere uses of the sentences are indicated by signs
of insincerity (example: child speaks with crossed fingers).19

The second treatment is to count the insincere uses as exceptions to being
truthful and trusting. The third treatment is by a modification of Lewis’
theory: the relevant language use that determines the language(s) used by
a population is restricted to the use in serious communication situations.20

Plausibly, malapropisms could be explained along similar lines.
Finally, Gricean communication (communication obeying the Gricean

maxims) is not in conflict with his theory. Social norms of being helpful
and relevant can exist together with conventions of truthfulness and trust
in a language.

A look in the literature suggests that Lewis’ claims are not generally
accepted. Davis (2003:289 ff.) finds cases of inveterate liars using a language
conceivable since these liars use the words in their normal meanings. Sperber
and Wilson (1986:154) point out that long stretches of literal language use
are not the rule but exceptional and argue that (i) non-literal language
use and understanding is not based on literal use and understanding and
that (ii) – contrary to Lewis – non-literal meanings are a different kind of
meaning than literal meanings since the non-literal meanings of figurative
utterances of expressions are highly context dependent.

I myself don’t find it plausible to say that inveterate liars can use a
language in the ordinary sense. While I see Davis’ point, I think that it only
applies to a short transition period in the liar community. If conventions
determine the words’ meanings, then after a while, their words will have

19I think that this proposal is quite strong. For recent research suggests that heuristics com-
bined with simple machine learning is sufficient to reliably recognize sarcasm in closed
domains: Tsur et al. (2010) developed a sarcasm recognizer that recognizes 77% of sar-
castic sentences in the domain of Amazon customer reviews.

20Lewis defines such a situation as one in which it is common knowledge that the hearer
wants to know whether some sentence s is true and in which the speaker knows that;
moreover, the speaker is assumed not to have a strong preference for uttering s or not.
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lost their meanings since the conventions will cease to exist (due to the lack
of a common interest to communicate).

Sperber and Wilson’s criticism is more difficult to assess since it bears on
contested topics in the current semantics/pragmatics debate. For example,
in case of example (1), it seems to me quite plausible to say that one of its
literal meanings is (nearly) synonymous to (2). In other cases, it seems to
me more plausible to explore (while not necessarily to endorse) the claims of
Sperber and Wilson. The problem seems to be how the literal meanings are
put to use in communication. Lewis suggests a very direct connection. The
radically pragmatic theory developed by Sperber andWilson (1995) assumes
a very indirect connection resulting in a very weak role for literal meanings.
Even together with indexical information, such meanings for sentences are
not truth-conditional. A more moderate proposal is offered by Recanati
(2004) who introduces an optional semantic “modulation” process which
maps semantic values of expressions to other semantic values of the same
type (not freely, of course, but the constraints are contested).

While Sperber and Wilson’s proposal seems to be incompatible with
Lewis’ theory, Recanati’s modulation seems to be compatible. For this rea-
son, I think that one should work out the details of such an account in
the semantics/pragmatics debate.21 I’d like to suggest that the regularities
of truthfulness and trust are redefined as follows: The truth-conditional-
element of an utterance of an expression is, depending on the mood, the
modulated meaning of the truth conditional-element of the uttered expres-
sion.

So, while these considerations are sketchy and inconclusive, they seem
to point to a weakness of Lewis’ account. But, contrary to Sperber and
Wilson, I think that one is not forced to endorse their account. It seems to
me that one could keep most of Lewis’ theory by incorporating Recanati’s
modulation.

6.2.3 Alternative regularities: Kölbel’s lust and lies

Kölbel considers in his article Lewis, language, lust and lies (Kölbel 1998)
alternatives to Lewis’ regularities of truthfulness and trust, arguing for a
change in Lewis’ theory using a disjunctive regularity. Since no one has

21Recently, Pagin and Pelletier (2007:§4) have developed a compositional semantics for
Recanati’s proposal. It highlights the need to impose constraints on modulation.
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challenged his argument, I’ll do it now. Among the regularities Kölbel
considers are:

1. a regularity of reliability and reliance in a language L which is to reliably
making only true-in-L utterances and to rely on the truth-in-L of utterances
(p. 304)

2. a regularity of sincerity and trust which is to make an utterance only if one
believes it to be true-in-L and to respond to utterances by coming to believe
that their speaker believes them to be true-in-L (p. 305)

3. a regularity of cageyness which is to make an utterance only if one wants to
give the impression that one believes the utterance to be true-in–L and to
respond to utterances by coming to believe that their speaker wants to give
the impression that he believes them to be true-in-L (cf. p. 309)

Kölbel argues that a regularity of sincerity and trust cannot explain
the flow of information. For if Romeo utters “ti amo,” addressing Juliet,
then Juliet comes to believe that Romeo believes his utterance to be true in
Italian but not that Romeo loves Juliet, as the regularity of reliability and
reliance has it. The former would need additional assumptions to explain
the flow of information. Kölbel takes this to be a reason for the latter
regularity.

But if Lewis’ theory is understood in this way, then it has problems
with scenarios where the speaker is unreliable. Kölbel (1998:304–308) ar-
gues that if such scenarios occur frequently, then no regularity of reliability
and reliance can be a convention. One reason is that there are too many
exceptions and Kölbel believes that Lewis could not allow for more devia-
tions. The second reason is that common knowledge is precluded in such a
scenario.

Kölbel (1998:308–312) iterates this point: In case of overt lies, the com-
municators plausibly “see through” them. In this case, it’s more plausible
that there is a regularity of cageyness since the communicators would not
be sincere and trusting.22 The disadvantage of postulating such a conven-
tional regularity is – as in the case of sincerity and trust – that the flow of
information is also not explained. It seems that the additional assumptions
need to be even stronger than in the case of sincerity and trust.

Conceivably, a speaker could be even more cagey by just wanting to give
the impression that . . . she wants to give such an impression, etc. Since we

22Also Williams (2002:70) and Laurence (1996:278 ff.) argue against a regularity of truth-
fulness and trust on the basis that we utter sentences we believe not to be true.
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want one kind of regularity to define the actual-language relation, Kölbel
thinks that we should define the regularity as a disjunction, roughly as
follows: A population uses a language iff among them, there is regularity in
reliability and reliance or sincerity and trust or cageyness or . . . (for more
cagey regularities).

Let me turn now to the evaluation of Kölbel’s argument.23 Kölbel is
wrong in thinking that Lewis couldn’t weaken the degree of conformity to a
regularity. I’ve argued that Lewis’ theory of conventions could be modified
by taking an expected-utility approach allowing for conventions with wide-
spread deviations (§4.3.3). Parties to a convention in this sense only have to
conform often enough, where “often enough” is defined in terms of expected
utilities. As to common knowledge, I think we’ve heard by now enough
reasons not to insist on it. On the basis of these rejoinders, we can block
Kölbel’s moves and are not forced to accept his proposal in terms of a
disjunctive regularity. Moreover, I don’t share all of Kölbel’s intuitions.
Why isn’t there a flow of information in case of a convention of sincerity
and trust? After all, the hearer learns something about the speaker and
the additional assumption that normally the speaker speaks truly is also
plausible. To conclude, I agree with Kölbel that Lewis’ theory needs a
modification. We disagree about the place. Kölbel wants to redefine the
actual-language relation; I prefer to redefine the notion of a convention
since the root of the problem seems to me more general than language use:
conventions should allow for a substantial share of deviating behavior.

6.2.4 Being Gricean is a handicap
Actual Language Relation accounts are typically Gricean in the sense that
if a speaker utters something conforming to a linguistic convention, then
the speaker means something – in Paul Grice’s sense of “speaker-meaning”.
I turn now to the question whether this is a desirable feature or not. The
target is not speaker-meaning as Grice originally analyzed it in his article
Meaning (Grice 1957) but a version based on his later article Utterer’s mean-
ing and intention (Grice 1969) which I formulate as follows (for simplicity
restricted to indicative utterances):24

23I think it’s unfortunate that Kölbel has chosen the case of love since, arguably, we all
don’t know very well what “love” means.

24This formulation is based on (Neale 1992:550) but without dropping clause 3 which I
think is part of the core of Grice’s proposal.
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For all speakers S, utterances u, and propositions p: By uttering u, S meant
that p iff for some hearer H,

1. S uttered u intending H actively to entertain the thought that p (or the
thought that S believes that p);

2. S uttered u intending (R) H to recognize that S intends H actively to
entertain the thought that p;

3. S uttered u intending R to function, in part, as a reason for H to recognize
that S uttered u intending H actively to entertain the thought that p (or
the thought that S believes that p) (=1.);

4. S does not intend H to be deceived about S’s intentions 1. and 2.

The original analysis in Meaning had a couple of problems I don’t want
to rehearse here in detail.25 For example, the intended reaction of the
hearer in clause 1 was initially to believe that p. But in exam-like situations
the examiner already has the relevant belief and the examinee expects that
the examiner has this belief. Another problem were argumentative dialogs
where the speaker doesn’t want the hearer to come to accept the conclusion
because she intends so. Also, deceptive intentions (now ruled out by clause
4) have been a matter of some controversy. The important point for our
discussion is that Griceans would endorse something like the new analysis
presented above and that this version does not have the well-known prob-
lems of the original analysis. At least, I will grant this to the Griceans in
order to focus on two issues I find most important: The sentential primacy
thesis presupposed by Gricean analyses and the Intellectualism they entail.

Sentential primacy That sentences are in some sense prior to sub-
sentential expressions is a widespread assumption, endorsed in particular
by broadly Gricean analyses of meaning (and not only Paul Grice’s).

I’ll argue that in a certain sense such an assumption is problematic. To
do so, (i) I clarify the relevant sense of priority (or primacy), (ii) I relate the
sentential primacy thesis SP to broadly Gricean analyses, and (iii) I provide
reasons against SP.

The sentential primacy thesis that is relevant for the conventionalist
project is the one which concerns the determination of sub-sentential mean-
ings (since the project is concerned with their determination):

25Grice (1969) discusses many cases. For extensive discussion, consult for example (Kem-
merling 1979, 1986; Neale 1992; Davis 2003, 2005; Schulte 2008).
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SP. Sub-sentential expressions have the meanings they do because sentences in
which they occur mean what they do.

SP is a thesis expressing how meanings of sub-sentential expressions are
determined (in the sense of “determination” introduced in §1.1.2 which
amounts to something stronger than global supervenience – e.g. to con-
ceptual entailment as I prefer). If one endorses SP, then one claims that
sub-sentential expressions mean what they do solely in virtue of what the
sentences mean in which they occur.26

SP is not an epistemological thesis27 as some understand it.28 For this
reason, the truth of the epistemological versions of SP is irrelevant for my
discussion.29

Moreover, we should understand the terms “word”, “sub-sentential ex-
pression”, and “sentence” in their syntactic sense and semantic sense. The
syntactic sense is fixed by paradigm cases of what we count as words, sub-
sentential expressions, and sentences. Linguistic tests help us to determine
the syntactic categories of expressions in a systematic way, in particular the
movement-test according to which two expressions are of the same syntac-
tic category if they can occur in the same environments. For example “a
farmer” is not of the same category as “it rains” since in the environment
“He said that __ and after the rain comes sun”, “a farmer” cannot be sub-
stituted for “__” while “it rains” can. Such tests are not infallible but still
useful since they are reliable to some degree.

Also the semantic senses of “word”, “sub-sentential expression”, and
“sentence” are fixed by paradigm cases. Sentential expressions have a truth
value in context while the semantic values of sub-sentential expressions in
context are not propositional.

The syntactic and semantic senses of “word”, “sub-sentential expres-
sion”, and “sentence” contrast with a pragmatic sense of “sentences” ac-
cording to which they are the primary unit used to perform a speech act.30

For the discussion, this pragmatic sense is not at stake.
Broadly Gricean analyses of meaning presuppose SP but we have good

26See (Szabó 2008:402–403) for a helpful clarification of the thesis.
27Cf. (Davis 2003:178).
28See (Stainton 2006:§10).
29One could even grant the truth of a thesis along the lines of “The meanings of sentences

are learned before the meanings of words are learned.”
30See (Stainton 2006), especially §10.1.
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reasons not to endorse it.31 Let me elaborate.
According to Gricean analyses of meaning, an expression e means that

p just in case people use e to mean that p (Davis 2003:167). On the basis of
this definition (be it an analysis or explication), sub-sentential expressions
cannot be assigned a meaning. Consider “red”: People don’t use it to mean
that red (p. 174).

One could just deny that sub-sentential expressions have a meaning.
But this move has consequences that are not worth it:

It is implausible enough to claim that “blue” and “green” are like
“elub” and “neerg” in being meaningless, but it is particularly hard
to accept that “The sky is blue” is meaningful but not “the blue sky.”
Worse yet, the nihilist conclusion would undermine the fundamental
principle of the compositionality of meaning. Because “gleft” is mean-
ingless, any phrase, clause, or sentence in which “gleft” is used rather
than mentioned is meaningless. So either the nihilist conclusion about
[the meaning of sub-sentential expressions] would spread to sentences,
or else the Gricean would face the difficult task of saying how “All
boys are gleft” differs from “All boys are male.” (Davis 2003:175)

So, from a Gricean perspective, there seems to be no other choice than
(i) to restrict the analysis of meaning to sentences and (ii) to endorse SP.
This is what Griceans do, e.g. (Grice 1989d:128–137), (Schiffer 1972:6,166),
and (Bennett 1976:16–22, 212–221,272–276,280–284).32

Stephen Schiffer, for example, writes in his introduction to Meaning in
a section called “An order of priorities” about the definitional order of the
analysis of sentential and sub-sentential meanings:

What can be said about the order of priorities obtaining between our
[. . .] analysanda? [. . .] A prima facie reason for thinking that the con-
cept of a whole-utterance type cannot be logically prior to the concept
of a part-utterance type is that the meaning of a sentence is partly
a function of the meaning of its words. On the other hand, there
are stronger reasons for thinking that the notion of a part-utterance-
type [a sentential expression] is logically prior to the notion of a part-
utterance type [a sub-sentential expression]. (Schiffer 1972:6)

In this passage, Schiffer quickly considers an alternative to SP and then
rejects it in favor of SP by assuming that the notion of a sentential mean-

31I base my discussion on (Davis 2003:§8.4) and (Stainton 2006:§10).
32See (Davis 2003:175 fn. 16) for many more references.
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ing comes earlier in the sequence of definitions provided by a foundational
theory of meaning.

Thereby, sub-sentential meanings are defined in terms of sentential
meanings. This is a (strong) version of SP since the determination claim
expressed by SP follows from it. This way of defining the meanings of sub-
sentential expressions is characteristic for broadly Gricean accounts. But
there are at least five reasons against SP:33

First, the restriction is unnatural. It is natural to say things like “By
‘bleu’ I mean blue” without giving an indirect analysis for these phrases.
SP creates a disunity of the analysis by treating sub-sentential expressions
differently than sentential expressions – or as Davis puts it: SP “postulates
diversity where we should expect uniformity” (p. 181). I think Davis’ point
is rather an expression of an intuition (which I find plausible) than a decisive
objection; for the objection is merely conditional: If you share my intuition,
then . . .

Second, by accepting SP one endorses a commitment to explain how
the meaning of sub-sentential expressions are to be derived from sentential
expressions. Otherwise, the meanings of sub-sentential expressions are un-
explained and this would be a serious defect of a conventionalist account
of meaning (and of foundational theories of meaning in general). But so
far, Griceans are vague about this step and the known approaches in the
Gricean literature have problems. Hence, unless a plausible derivation pro-
cedure is provided, one should not endorse the sentential primacy thesis
(Davis 2003:182–187). Moreover, such a procedure faces the following fun-
damental indeterminacy problem.

Third, Lewis (1975) pointed out – informed by the indeterminacy of
meaning arguments of Quine (1960) – that the meanings of sub-sentential
expressions are highly indeterminate. For any kind of grammatical descrip-
tion for the sub-sentential expressions is admissible as long as it yields the
same distribution of sentential meanings. By complicating the grammar,
some words need not be described as words. Also the meanings of sub-
sentential expressions can vary wildly as long as the sentential meanings
resulting from their composition remains unchanged. This is bad since an
account that can assign meanings to sub-sentential expressions more directly
and in a less indeterminate way is preferable.

33Davis (2003:176–180) also convincingly argues against standard arguments in favor of SP;
Szabó (2008:403) shares this judgment.
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Davis (2003:187) illustrates the point by discussing a “toy” language
which has more words than sentences, namely the three expressions “a”,
“b”, and “L”, and the two sentences “aLb”, and “bLa”. In this case, the
meanings of the sub-sentential expressions cannot be uniquely determined.
For there are three variables (the expressions) whose values have to be
determined by two equations (the sentences).34

The force of the indeterminacy objection comes from the fact that var-
ious indeterminacy claims can be proved. Notably, Hilary Putnam (1983)
applied the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem to show that any language that has
an extensional semantics, has many different extensional semantics that re-
sult from reshuffling the semantic values of sub-sentential parts.35 In (Put-
nam 1981:§2), Putnam generalized the “if there is one, there are many”
result to intensional semantics.

There are strategies to deal with these indeterminacies (see Janssen
1997): One has to impose constraints on (i) the structure of the language,
(ii) the properties of the semantics (e.g. what counts as an admissible se-
mantic value for a property-term of the language), and (iii) the admissible
semantic mappings. But this is not coherent with the sentential primacy
thesis. In effect, by following the strategy, one makes assumptions about
what sub-sentential expressions mean.

Fourth, words and phrases can be used and understood in isolation,
e.g. (i) to make assertions, as in utterances of “John’s father” to make the
assertion that the man near the door is the father of John Adams (Stainton
1993, 1994); (ii) on shopping lists, CDs cover, dictionary entries, menus,
. . . (Stainton 2004); or (iii) as discourse initial fragments, as in “a beer” to
order a beer from the barkeeper (Staudacher 2007).

The use and understanding of linguistic expressions determines their
meanings (§1.3). For this reason, the above examples are relevant. They
provide a good reason to suppose that also such uses and understandings
determine their meanings.

34On pp. 187–189, Davis (2003) generalizes his indeterminacy-claim to richer languages.
But as Szabó (2008:403) points out, it seems to be an open question for which class of
richer languages the claim holds.

35Putnam intended his so-called “model-theoretic argument” as a refutation of scientific
realism. This claim is by now widely contested. Moreover, Putnams’ proofs have tech-
nical problems. The philosophical assumptions of his argumentation have been found
implausible. Nevertheless, semantic indeterminacy is usually acknowledged. See (Bays
2001) and (Bays 2009:§3.3.) for a recent discussion.
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Observe that the sub-sentential expressions in these examples cannot be
analyzed as ellipses in the sense of syntactic or semantic ellipsis theories.
Syntactic ellipsis theories assume that ellipses are sentences in the syntactic
sense that can be reconstructed from the linguistic discourse context (e.g. by
using sentential parts from the sentences that have been uttered before the
utterance of the ellipsis). Semantic ellipsis theories assume that ellipses
are sentences in the semantic sense whose sentential semantic value can be
reconstructed from the semantic values of the expressions uttered before the
ellipsis in the linguistic discourse context.

But the sub-sentential expressions above can occur as discourse initial
fragments. Hence, there is no linguistic discourse context to use as the source
for the reconstruction of a sentence (in either the syntactic or semantic
sense).

Fifth, it is conceivable that a meaningful language is used by a com-
munity that contains only words and phrases but not sentences (Stain-
ton 2006:202–203). In such a scenario, SP is false. Yet the expressions in
the language are meaningful. (Moreover, an appeal to Quinean “one-word-
sentences” would be beside the point. For then one is using “sentence” in
the pragmatic sense of being the primary unit to perform speech acts and
not in the syntactic and semantic sense at stake.)

For these reasons, I conclude – with Wayne Davis and Robert Stainton
– that one should not endorse SP.

Intellectualism Gricean analyses have the problematic consequence that
linguistic communication is assumed to be a rational activity performed
by rationally deliberating agents which are able to have quite demanding
higher-order attitudes.36

Millikan (1995a:61–69) has convincingly argued that we should neither
assume that communicators have such (implicit) attitudes during ordinary
conversations nor that they are able to have such attitudes. Millikan’s ac-
count (chapter 7) shows that ordinary conversation does not require such
attitudes. For it is sufficient that the hearer shows the reaction that is
typical for utterances of a certain type. If linguistic communication were
only possible by having (and using) the complex Gricean attitudes, then

36This is also acknowledged by Grice scholars, e.g. Kemmerling (1979, 1986). He works out
these features in detail and employs a helpful notation. Schulte (2008:§5.4.3) also argues
against Gricean accounts on the basis of the implausibility of such complex attitudes.
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linguistic communication would be a complicated Intellectual business. For
then, a speaker would need to have complex Gricean intentions when she
communicates (by uttering a sentence) with a hearer. And the hearer would
need to recognize these complex intentions for communication to be success-
ful. This is an implausible picture of what it is to communicate by using
language.

Moreover, young children around the age of three can speak and thereby
mean something. But at this age, children do not have second-order beliefs
as the second-order false belief task shows; actually, developmental psy-
chology suggests that they do not even possess the required concepts.37

Plausibly, this holds also for the relevant Gricean intentions.38 For this rea-
son, children cannot be in the mental states of the type a Gricean analysis
would require them to be.

Conclusion The two issues mentioned here have implications for conven-
tionalist accounts. The issue with sub-sentential expressions is problematic
for all accounts that entail the sentential primacy thesis. But, maybe more
importantly, if an account is Gricean, then it implies an overly Intellectual
picture of linguistic communication and unnecessarily assumes complicated
attitudes, whose existence is doubtful in the ordinary case.

The situation with respect to Lewis’ theory is more complicated. In the
chapter on Signaling Games I’ve argued that Lewis wants his account to be
Gricean and that without further rationality assumptions, it does not follow
that it is Gricean (§5.3.4 and §5.4). The argumentation there also applies
to his Actual Language Relation theory since it’s his theory of conventions
that needs the rationality assumptions to ensure that the resulting theory is
Gricean.39 Thus, on the one hand, the theory Lewis intended to formulate

37This point is also from Millikan (1995a:69), informed by Schulte (2008:§5.4.3). The classic
experiment on the false-belief task has been conducted by Wimmer and Perner (1983);
their results have been replicated.

38Notice that Kemmerling (1986) reconstructs Grice’s analysis in terms of beliefs, desires,
and instrumental rationality without using intentionality. On his reconstruction, second-
order beliefs are used. Thereby, the problematic experimental data on the false belief task
directly applies. This is of some importance since Kemmerling’s reconstruction is prefer-
able to Grice’s analysis: First, it has never been quite clear whether Grice really wanted
to state his analysis in terms of intentions and not in terms of beliefs and desires (§5.3.4).
Second, Kemmerling’s reconstruction makes the rational aspects of communication more
transparent and tractable since it fits a decision theoretic explanation.

39To get this result, some work is required since we’re now using Grice’s refined analysis
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is Gricean and faces the aforementioned handicaps. On the other hand, one
is not forced to make the rationality assumptions. By giving them up, one
can defend a version of the theory that is not Gricean (but it would still be
committed to the sentential primacy thesis).

6.2.5 Gricean variations

As the evaluation shows, Lewis’ theory has problems: Its Gricean commit-
ment makes language use an overly Intellectual activity and comes with an
endorsement of the sentential primacy thesis. The conventionality of lan-
guage turns out to be of a very abstract kind. Instead of words’ meanings
being conventional, the actual-language relation relating complex entities is
conventional. There is no provision for semantic normativity. Applying the
theory to linguistically inhomogeneous populations is complicated. Finally,
non-literal “Davidsonian” language uses seem to be more problematic than
Lewis thought.

There are other conventionalist alternatives to Lewis’ Actual Language
Relation theory. They’ve prospered not only because of the appeal of the
elementary theory but also because of its modularity. All “modules” come
with their set of challenges and different proposals have been made to meet
them. In undue brevity, I provide a survey of these proposals with a sole
question: Do they improve on Lewis’ theory? With respect to the conven-
tional pattern, we can distinguish two types of Actual Language Relation
accounts: Gricean accounts and neo-Gricean accounts.

Gricean accounts There are two subtypes, differing in how it is entailed
that conventional speakers speaker-mean something: (i) Lewis and Bennett
(1973, 1976) developed accounts whose conventional pattern is not stated
directly in terms of Gricean speaker-meaning and understanding but to-
gether with the definition of a convention, the desired conclusion follows (or
should follow; §5.3.4). (ii) Schiffer (1972:156) proposed an account whose
conventional pattern is directly stated in terms of Gricean speaker-meaning.
Otherwise the explanatory architecture resembles Lewis’. Hence, accounts
of either variety do not improve on Lewis’ proposal.

of speaker-meaning. On the basis of Kemmerling’s reconstruction in terms of beliefs and
desires, I’m confident that it can be done.
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Moreover, accounts of either subtype provide either no semantic nor-
mativity or too much. Without an additional account of social norms, all
the oughts there are derive from the notion of a convention (see chapter 2).
If – as Lewis, Bennett, and Schiffer proposed – the notion of a convention
has only a recommending character, then meaning is not normative at all.
Otherwise, if the notion of a convention is normative in the relevant sense
– as e.g. Kemmerling (1976) has it –, then the normativity-of-meaning the-
sis comes out as a conceptual truth. Both results are undesirable, as I’ve
argued in chapter 2.

Neo-Gricean accounts The second type can be called “neo-Gricean.”
By this I mean accounts that are not strictly Gricean but still use some-
thing like Grice’s speaker-meaning. Davis (2003) has developed in detail
such an account on the basis of what he calls “cogitative speaker-meaning.”
Simplifying a bit, cogitative speaker-meaning is defined as the direct ex-
pression of an idea (or thought) by producing an utterance (p. 38). Some of
the crucial differences are that (i) hearer reactions are not part of cogitative
speaker-meaning anymore, (ii) a speaker can also (cogitatively) mean some-
thing by uttering a sub-sentential expression, and (iii) a speaker needn’t
have a belief if she means something; it’s sufficient that she entertains a
thought.

Davis uses cogitative speaker-meaning together with an account of con-
ventions to define what conventionally used expressions mean (pp. 229–263).
There are a couple of problems with Davis’ account. As Gauker (2005)
has observed, it faces the meaning-without-use problem. In a nutshell, the
problem is that Davis’ meaning-determination claim assigns meanings to
any expression e that is derivable from a recursive grammar by means of e’s
conventional use (Davis 2003:203). But if e is too complicated or complex,
then it cannot be (conventionally) used.40

A second issue concerns his notion of a convention, which is basically
a tweaked version of Lewis’ analysis of a convention. According to Davis,
“[a] convention is a regularity that is socially useful, self-perpetuating, and
arbitrary” (p. 206). Conventions are self-perpetuating in virtue of different

40There are several problems. Literally understood, Davis’ proposal of the conventional
pattern makes no sense. For according to his proposal, an agent is said to express a
function (Davis 2003:234,257). This can be corrected by taking the values of the functions
but thereby, his account has the meaning-without-use problem. Davis acknowledged to
me in p.c. that there is this problem.
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mechanisms, among them precedent, habit, normative force, social pressure
(p. 207). Moreover, “[c]onventions also serve as generally accepted standards
of correctness. [. . .] Conventional regularities are thus generally accepted
rules or norms, by which agents judge and guide their actions. [. . .] [T]hey
are de jure rules ‘in force’ in the community. [. . .] People use conventional
norms not only to guide their own behavior, but also to criticize or correct
behavior of others” (p. 211).

With regard to normativity, it seems to me that Davis wants to have
the cake and eat it, too. Saying that conventions are rules is not very illu-
minating since the notion of a rule is as much in need of an explication as
the notion of a convention. Moreover, conventions in his sense should be
both not demandingly-normative (in case they are sustained by habit) and
demandingly-normative (in case normative force and social pressure sustain
the convention). In my terminology, some conventions in Davis’ sense are
conventions with an according social norm in my sense, while other conven-
tions in Davis’ sense are just conventions in my sense. So, Davis dodges
the conventions/social norms-distinction. But it seems to me that to get a
grip on semantic normativity in the context of the conventionalist debate,
we should better distinguish between these two notions of “conventions”.

6.3 Summary
The basic idea of Lewis’ Actual Language Relation theory is quickly told:
It relates populations to abstract languages by means of conventions of
truthfulness and trust. But not much of it has survived scrutiny and the
theory has had to be revised:

(i) The meaning-without-use problem suggests a redefinition of the
actual-language relation in terms of L-determining translators (typically
realized as grammars).

(ii) Kölbel’s lust and lies suggest to modify Lewis’ account of conventions
by requiring only often-enough conformity to the conventional regularity.

(iii) Non-literal “Davidsonian” language uses necessitate changes of the
theory. I vaguely suggested that one could use Recanati’s “modulated mean-
ing” proposal to implement these changes. But a good understanding of
what happens if one does so is still lacking.

(iv) Common knowledge again gave rise to issues so that it might be
best to restrict it or give it up completely.
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(v) Due to the Gricean handicaps, it seemed advisable to give up the
rationality assumptions.

(vi) The regularities of truthfulness and trust were reinterpreted: from
meta-linguistic beliefs about the truth of sentences to the having of certain
attitudes with a certain content.

(vii) The extension to polymodal languages (§6.1.4) to deal with other
moods creates new problems which seem only to be tractable if we restrict
the set of admissible polymodal languages.

As the discussion and evaluation shows, the simplicity of Lewis’ theory
comes at the cost of the problems summarized above (§6.2.5): it is too
Intellectual if Gricean, the conventions are too abstract, there is too little
or too much semantic normativity if the oughts come from the conventions
– or if the oughts should come from social norms, then an account of social
norms is missing (and we need such an account for more plausible mood
explications anyway).

Applying Lewis’ cost/benefit-methodology to evaluate philosophical the-
ories (see Hájek 2007), we’re invited to consider alternatives. Gricean ac-
counts, I’ve argued, are unlikely to address these issues. A neo-Gricean ac-
count like Davis’ seems to be promising. But Davis’ account, as developed
in (Davis 2003, 2005) has problems, among them the meaning-without-use
problem, which might be addressed. I prefer to explore two non-Gricean
accounts in the subsequent chapters. Such accounts do not use a Gricean
or neo-Gricean notion of speaker-meaning at all. Millikan’s account and my
alternative account are of this kind.

Let me end this chapter by returning to the conventionality theses C′

and C′′. C′ was the version stated in §1. The need to assign meanings to
sub-sentential expressions and the meaning-without-use problem led us to
reject C′ and to endorse C′′:

C′. For all expressions e, meanings m, coordinates C: The stable use of e at C
determines that e means m at C.

C′′. For all expressions e, meanings m, coordinates C: The stable linguistic use
of e at C determines that e means m at C.

To state C′′, the technical term “stable linguistic use” was introduced for lin-
guistic conventions and linguistic social norms (and combinations of them),
where such conventions and social norms are ones whose dispositions are in
part brought about by a translator.


